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AIt tn an afternoon presents drawing-based
practice by nine artists who work across a variety
of media yet remain closely atigned with drawing
as a malor inftuence. Coinciding with the bienniat
Drawing Conference hetd at the Faculty of Art &
Design at Monash University each of the artists in
the exhibition offer varying approaches to the
drawing med ium conceptua[ty, scutpturatty and
ideologicat[y. Using drawing as a taxonomic term
this exhibition aims to present a diverse setection
of both new and existing work.

Jutian Hooper's work of deticatety rendered
watercotours titted llliu is comprised of over
40 individual works that form a ma.1or non-tinear
narrative drawing instatLation. Derived from the
artist's geneatogicaL history, this part autobiographical work comprising both contemporary
Pacific iconography and part historicat record
avoids the detaiLed legacy of some of its referent
parts. Instead Hooper's work weaves the many
and varied layers of the famity history at his
persona[ leveI then at a more generatised one.
As viewers we identify with the nineteenth century
icons, then for those with art knowledge the art
historicaI references of artlsts such as Delacroix,
come into ptay. As the titte of the work liliu
suggests through transformation we trace these
various levets to construct an account of the
events taking ptace in the work. Rather than a
pointed [inear story Hooper takes us on a historicised.journey that is both famitiar and foreign in
many, many ways. Undoubtedty the sense
of reverie Hooper evokes, in both the cottective
work and through its individuat component
drawings, disavows the abitity of the past to
be mute.
l ve got some troubles, but they won t last
I m gonna lay down right here in the grass
And pretty soon all my troubles will pass
Cos l m in sh-sh-shoo, sh-sh-shoo
Sh-sh Sh-sh Sh-sh, Sugar Town
lSugar Town, 1966, tyric by Lee Hazetwooo,
recorded by Nancy Sinatral

Stephanie Jones s wat[ drawing Sugar Town
[quim being], made entirety of bubbtegum
confectionary tape in the form of floraI ctoud[ike sweet puffs, takes on a markedly different
approach to the capacity of drawing as both a
two and three dimensionaI medium and its
functioning as subjective experience. Jones s
interest in decorative surfaces are taken to an
almost complete visuat, tacti[e, gustatory and

otfactory ends in the work. The artist uses
iconography drawn from her immediate
environment. lron fence motifs of the neighbour's
houses where she lives, dress fabrics from
vintage clothes. Jones uses atmost any domestic
icon or object to rework in various, deft[y
rendered sculpturaI confectionary drawings.
And through the highty evocative associations
she conjures in direct appeaI to four of our five
senses audiences are in for a luscious detight
when viewing this work.
In viewing the series of pastel drawings by

Jennifer Mitts one can draw a metaphorical [ine
between the sensory appeaI evoked in Jones s

Sugar Town lquim being) and the nineteenth
century wortd referenced in Julian Hooper's llliu.
Mitts's drawings appear as both painstakingty
detailed renderings {not un[ike those associated
with botanrcaI drawingsl, and furrously scratched
chatk-tike drawings of pavement or street art.
It s as though the artist has lost patience with
traditional drawing methodo[ogy and let her han:
break free in botd, striking gesturaI cotour. In
doing this Milts's work takes on an added visua.
currency where she atmost breathes tife back
into the two dimensionaI animats she depicts.
Conversety one coutd argue that Milts s represetationaI drawings tear themselves out of their
abstract co[ouc Not unlike some kind of Freud
".
unconscious revotution where from hetter skelr.:comes structure and being. And as such brings ,
touch of the Romantic Nineteenth Century worL:
to the fore.
For the past ten years or so David Godbotd s
work has main[y concentrated on the criticaI
examination of the production of visual imagery
in high ard low cutture, alongside a semiotic,
epistemologicaI and personaI investigation into
culture and [inear historicism. The distinguished
American art historian and philosopher David
Carrier has recently written of Godbotd s work:
'.Since

Potke, Warhot and Lichtenstein, artists have
been interested in how they can serye their own
concerns by borrowing from mass art. Godbotd s
drawings by contrast. mostty deaI in intettectuat
cutture. What is gained from poputar cutture is
the idea that images and words can be profitabty
conjoined. GodboLd's art tends to be intettectualty
aggressive. Like a pupit who farts during the sotemn
graduatton ceremony attended by wett-dressed
parents and visitors, he loves irreverence. And Like
Baudelaire, whose Satanism captivates him, he is
fascinated by, but also at the same time, disrespectfut

"Retigion
of Cathoticism. As he has saidr
is a great
lbut exptosivel vehicte for comedy! Certainty retigion
makes a great subject for his art, which is to note
that he responds to Cathoticism In puretV aesthetic
terms. Very often he comes off as a Cathotic who
has taken up reading Nietzsche.'

It may seem curious to claim that Finola Jones's
projected video work Aquarrum, relates to drawing
practice, but it does so in a very particu[ar way.
Namety the work is specificatty about the
demarcation and performative engagement of
four dimensionaL space, or rather, the conceptuaI
transfiguration of what appears to be a two
dimensionaI ptane, into a comptex inter-human
engagement of subject, object, foreground,
mid-ground and background, conducted over a
norinrl

nf olencorl

timo

In the manner of an M.C. Escher drawing
the work is loaded with intentionalty misteading
signals, twists and turns. Initiatty the viewer may
feeI that they are looking at an entargement of a
domestic or restaurant aquarium, comptete with
cute baby sharks. The black foreground can be
mistaken for the btack banding that occurs on a
4 x 3 ratio projector white screening cinematic
widescreen format. Sudden[y coach loads of
tourists enter and inhabrt the banded non-space'
at the base of both the projected image and in
front of the aquarium. lt slowly becomes apparent
that the camera is situated in a darkened room,
fitming a monstrously [arge glass-screened tank,
containing very big fish. Tourists pose in front of
the glass, and photographic flashes go off, timed
to illuminate the poser and f reeze a moment in
time, usua[y as a three-meter long shark passes
immediatety behind. The raw quality of the
footage Iin the manner of an artist's sketchJ also
te[[s us that this is something the artist stumbled
upon atmost by accident.
For Constance Lowe drawing acts as a departure
point for the psychotogicat. The finely rendered
coloured penciI drawings on transparent fitm
depict botd, symmetricaI abstractions. Much
Iike the now famous ink b[ot Rorschach tests
deptoyed for use in Psychoanatytic testing with
a psychedelic twist.
It is from thrs theoretrcaI perspective that the
viewer's perceptuaI responses take the common
known leap f rom the naturalworld of symmetricaI forms such as ftowers and butterf[ies to the
female anatomy. Whether through our knowledge
of the Rorschach test or an innate human
impu[se, Lowe s drawings compel the viewer to

extract a recognizabte and cLassifiabte form from
the abstraction.
Lowe s series of work, FabCom refers to
Fabutized Combination, a response category to
the Rorschach test where the subject describes
''an rmptausible
or unbetievabte relationship...
between two or moTe aspects in the inkbtot .
Lowe produces her own inkbtots as reference
for the drawings rather than drawing from the
traditionaI set of 1 0 used in psychoanalytic
research. As such her practice has morphed
beyond the symmetricaI into an area untouched
by empiricaI investigation and parameters.
Susan Jacobs s architecturaI structure containing
paper and garden snaits melds space, materiaI
and the naturaI wortd. The vitrine created by
Jacobs sits firmty within the architectural space
of the gattery creating a microcosm in every
sense. Contained within this constructed environment a drawing is in process; enacted by the
snaits as they eat their way around the stretched
paper surface. The artist mimics this process by
delicatety sanding the other side of the paper and

process of screening and are reconfigured to
produce a further mediated reaIity. Rendering is
pared-down and at times deliberatety incomplete.
The face of a f igure may be bturred or partiatty
erased and the select inctusion of colour is often
btocked-in or muted - as one may experience in
a dream or recollection. With the dexterity of an
auteur, Hicks toys with the viewer's perceptuaI
processes as we are enticed into a game set to
distinguish the reaL from the created. ls the
image we see a pecutiarity of truth, captured
by photography, or is the artist constructing a
fictionaLised scenario? lt is neither, both and aIt
and that is precisety the poinl

within the spatiatwith no ctear detineation of
the medium. Her instattations are [ike spatial
drawings and her drawings lean toward 2D
instattations, as a[[ her practice is characterised
by a type of stippage between, around and particularly through apparent structure and form. The
structure has no true front or back it simp[y sits
as a slice between space, where even this stice is

The rote of drawing in the art practrce of Ry
Haskings is indefinabte but certainty present. The
series of composite images appear deceptive[y
simpte; the draftsmanship is fine and delicate
and the composition sits tight and central on
the sheet. Drawings of common objects such as
vacuum cLeaners, padtocks and lead-jacks [the
kind of items we woutd expect in a domestic or
studio environmentl paired with a paintingmore specif icaLLy a drawing of a painting by the
artist. Typica[y Haskings exhibits objects with
irreverence, humour and sarcasm that are loaded
with symbotism. metaphor and semiotics. Here
within the context of a drawing exhibition we
become aware that yet agaan the object reigns
supreme. lt is not the objects depicted in the
drawings that conceptualty drive this work rather
it is the drawings themselves. 0n this occasion
the drawings are the object-democratised from
any illusionary context through the presence of
oversized extruding btobs of B[u-Tack that gives

experiencing entropy. However we aTe reminded

al[ away.

together the one [artistl and many lsnails] as
suggested by the titte of the work make their
mark through a process of removal.
Jacobs s drawing practice is f irmty situated

that what is consumed is in turn broken down;
expended as energy and the waste becomes
a renewed materiality and as such part of the
drawing. From the common garden snail we
witness a circutarity of form, matter and energy.
Here the work exists somewhere between being
subject, object and the relationat.
The drawing practice of Stephanie Hicks is heavity
inftuenced by authors of such as Tom Robbins,
PauI Auster, Haruki Murakami and John
Wyndham where the fictitious worlds created
are at times fantasticat yet slightty ptausibte,
atbeit fragmented and f ragi[e. The images Hicks
references are sourced from pedagogic and
didactic reference materiat. as we[[ as current
events and the Internet They then undergo a
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